Robotics

Robot "ABC" in wood

Build the "ABC" Robot with a laser cut machine or jigsaw...

Robotics

Medium  1 day(s)

Plastic Shredder Machine

Plastic waste is shredded into flakes which will be used in...

Hard  4 day(s)

Plastic Extrusion Machine

Extrusion is a continuous process where plastic flakes...

Hard  5 day(s)

NEXT ENGINE 3D SCANNER: How to use it

Easy tutorial explaining to use this high end 3d scanner fro...

Easy  15 minute(s)

GUI Robot Controller with Python...

TBA

Medium  1.5 hour(s)

Electronic textile bag

Electronic textile bag.

Medium  6 hour(s)

Electronic textile bag

Electronic textile bag.

Medium  6 hour(s)

Biped dancing robot

Tito is a Biped dancing DIY robot, derivative from Zowi...

Medium  10 hour(s)

DIY NeoPixel Rings From Scratch!

Homemade NeoPixel Rings! Make Neopixel Rings of any...

Medium  3 hour(s)

DIY NeoPixel Rings From Scratch!

Homemade NeoPixel Rings! Make Neopixel Rings of any...

Medium  3 hour(s)

Build an Easy ISS Notifier

You can easily create a hardware notifier that lifts...

Easy  1-3 hour(s)

Build an Easy ISS Notifier

You can easily create a hardware notifier that lifts...

Easy  1-3 hour(s)